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New York, New York (Newsworthy.ai) Tuesday Jun 18, 2024 @ 9:00 AM Eastern —

Celebrate Pride in style with Studio 420, a Throwback Pride Brunch brought to you by
Tokeativity® and The CannaDiva. This immersive experience celebrates freedom,
expression, and inclusivity. Guests can indulge in a delectable brunch spread featuring
delights and classic favorites, expertly curated to tantalize the taste buds. A 4-hour event
with brunch and bites in a consumption-friendly social venue. Highlights include the
Tokeativity® Bling-a-Lighter Craft Station, smokey glamour shots with photographer
Franceca Bates, a rolling station, and a dab bar curated mocktails by HighGarden NYC
while dancing the afternoon away with DJ Misbehaviour. Participants will step into the
legendary Studio 54 atmosphere, ensuring this Pride celebration is unforgettable!

EVENT DETAILS

Where: THC NYC

When: Saturday, June 29, 2024

Time: 12-4pm

TICKETS

Early Bird thru 6/21: Sliding scale $35 – $45

General Admin After 6/21: Sliding scale $55 – $65

Sponsors Include:

KIVA, Ayrloom, PufCreativ, FLYiNG UNiCORN, Green Thumb Industries, The Travel Agency,
Etain Health, bong candles, TribeTokes, VESSEL, Lady Buddha, High Herstory, Dope
Women and Weed, Calm Better Days, High Exposure NY, WEED AUNTIE, Hi-Curious,
Normal Mom’s Club, Raquel’s Room, Kait Jane Caridi, Blingavity

~ PLUS ~
Enter to win a 4 day 3 night Fungi and Cannabis Friendly Getaway Giveaway from Coral
Cove health and wellness resort.

PURCHASE TICKETS HERE

“Even though I didn’t know it, I’ve always been part of the LGBTQ+ community. My mom,
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who lived her life mostly hiding who she was from our family, was able to create a
wonderful community around us that was full of love, support, and a lot of FUN!! This year’s
Studio 420, Throwback PRIDE Brunch, is more than just a party; it’s a tribute to the
strength and resilience of the LGBTQ+ community and a celebration of the progress we
have made. So come and dance with us as we rejoice in the spirit of love and acceptance,
and embrace our true selves with pride and joy.”

– Tanya Osborne, Founder of The CannaDiva

“Marching proudly in the New York City Pride parade in 2006 was a transformative moment
for me as a lesbian woman. It was the first time I waved that rainbow flag high, feeling
unapologetically proud of who I am and the community I belong to. Pride isn’t just about
visibility; it’s about celebrating our authenticity and honoring those who paved the way for
us to live openly and authentically. We’re excited for our event, paying homage to Studio 54
with an immersive experience where cannabis and LGBTQAI2+ pride intersect, celebrating
in style and solidarity. We support spaces where freedom, expression, and inclusivity reign
supreme.”

– Lisa Snyder, Co-Founder of Tokeativity

Tokeativity® and The CannaDiva are upholding the tradition of celebrating Pride in NYC
while advancing inclusivity and acceptance within the cannabis industry. They proudly
embrace their roles in the LGBTQIA+ community, contributing to its growth and
recognition. With an abundance of talent, expertise, and passion driving this meaningful
event, Lisa of Tokeativity® and Tanya of The CannaDiva are thrilled to continue building
momentum and raising awareness for inclusivity and acceptance within their networks in
both the cannabis and LGBTQIA+ communities.

About The CannaDiva

A community of Women supporting Women at every stage of their cannabis journey, The
CannaDiva is an intersectional community of women supporting women at every stage of
their cannabis journey. Its goal is to provide a safe space for like-minded women to meet,
learn, expand their knowledge and have fun with a mission to create an environment where
everyone can get inspiration, advice, share stories or anything else without judgment. It
prioritizes authentic connection over traditional networking and strives to help each other
reach our goals. Its members come from all walks of life and they band together to form a
phenomenal network that can help women reach their fullest potential. For more
information, visit thecannadivacollective.co/ and @thecannadiva.

https://thecannadivacollective.com/
https://www.instagram.com/thecannadiva/?hl=en
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About Tokeativity®

Tokeativity is the largest community for cannabis and plant medicine loving feminists in the
world. Based in Portland, Oregon, they have hosted over 350 cannabis friendly, private and
public events across the globe since 2017 in North America, South Africa & Europe.
Tokeativity is passionate about the normalization of plant medicine and celebration of
consumption culture. Their Tokeativity Womanifesto envisions a world in which the
cannabis, psychedelic and intersectional feminist movements heal our communities and our
Earth, that Women and Black, Indigenous, Hispanic, Latinx, Asian, Pacific Islander and
People of Color own at least half of the world’s most thriving and sustainable businesses,
people are free to make choices around their consumption and that plant medicine
consuming mothers and parents don’t have fear of losing their children. For more
information, visit tokeativity.co/ and @tokeativity.
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